
 On April 12, 2014 our chapter had the unique 

opportunity to expand the scope of our VITA program by 

initiating a partnership with Goodwill Industries of WNY to 

provide our tax services for their employees. By establishing this 

relationship, we challenged ourselves to become more available 

and flexible to those who were unable to commute to our 

locations on UB North or South, ultimately generating greater 

tax returns for the Buffalo community. In order to accomplish 

this goal, we established a Virtual VITA site at the Goodwill 

location in downtown Buffalo where we took the information 

needed to file the employee’s taxes then scanned the 

information to the tax filing location on UB North. By 

administering this program, our chapter became the one of the 

first student-run VITA organization to establish an off-campus 

location for VITA services.       

 The pilot program was a tremendous success due to 

Goodwill’s hospitality and graciousness as well as our diligent 

work to gather all essential information and file the returns 

properly. A special thank you must be given to the VITA 

Committee Chairs and volunteers, Robert Gray, Caroline Shin, 

Nana Lin, Andrew Leung, Sammy DiSalvo, Lou Galarza, Alec 

Schon, and Spencer J. Gates who worked assiduously to perform 

all tax filing tasks in an efficient manner. In all, we were able to file 

13 returns, giving back a total of $4,800 to the employees and 

Buffalo community.     

 Next tax season we look forward to strengthening our 

relationship with Goodwill Industries of WNY and continuing our 

historical initiative in order to file more returns, ultimately putting 

money back in the hands of the Buffalo Community. 

By: Alec Schon     
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Vita 2014 Statistics: 

School of Management Volunteers: 204 

BAP volunteers with over 10 hours of service: 54 

Federal income tax returns prepared: 1037 

Returns prepared through Virtual VITA: 13 

Total EIC (Earned Income Credit): $358,526 

Total Refund Amount: $1,280,765 



network that will only grow once they transition into college.   

 Project LOT will require a great deal of participation 

from Beta Alpha Psi as mentors for high school students 

participating in the program.  The goal for the Beta Alpha Psi 

members is to realize the importance of collaborating with 

people outside the Zeta Theta chapter and The University at 

Buffalo.  This program will heighten the awareness and need of 

collaborative activities within the Zeta Theta Chapter.  Team 

Collaboration hopes to run the planned event in the near future. 

By: Chelsea Power 

Team Collaboration created a future program called Project 

LOT: Leaders of Tomorrow.  The program was set up as a two-

day competition for local high school students.  The competition 

involves students working together in teams alongside a Beta 

Alpha Psi mentor to complete various activities related to 

business and non-business topics.  Events planned in the 

competition include an icebreaker that involves a high amount of 

creativity, a quiz challenge to bring out team members individual 

intelligence, and a case competition that requires teamwork to 

succeed. 

 The goal of this program is to expose skills that are 

needed to successfully collaborate with others.  Skills such as 

creativity, teamwork, and knowledge are important for group 

members to possess to successfully collaborate in school and 

the workplace.  By establishing collaborative traits within high 

school students, Team Collaboration hopes to build leaders of 

tomorrow who realize the importance of teamwork in reaching 

their goals.   

 Another important aspect of this program is to stress 

the importance of networking and have opportunities for high 

school students to network with Beta Alpha Psi members, UB 

faculty and local professionals.  By having this opportunity, Team 

Collaboration hopes to start these students with a base 
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program was a success and Team Leadership has begun to reach 

out to other chapters in order to make this a nationwide 

practice. 

 As a way to stay connected to workshop participants, 

Team Leadership developed a Facebook page for Funding Your 

Freedom. Articles about additional financial topics and current 

events in the financial world are posted to this page regularly. 

To date, the page has over 200 likes from students around the 

University at Buffalo, the country, and the world. 

By: Sarah Smith 

 Team Leadership developed a program called Funding 

Your Freedom. The goal of this program is to develop leaders 

through the power of financial literacy. The program centered 

around a one hour workshop held for students on campus. The 

topics were geared towards the many upcoming financial 

decisions that the students would be making such as saving, 

investing and debt. Students were given background on all of the 

topics and advice about how to start developing their personal 

finances. Team Leadership, along with other members of the 

Zeta Theta chapter, presented the workshop to a group of over 

55 students. Prizes were handed out throughout the workshop, 

which were generously donated by local firms. 

 At the conclusion of the workshop, the team 

stressed the importance of financial literacy in developing 

leadership skills. An additional goal of the program is that 

attendees would take what they learned from Funding Your 

Freedom and spread that knowledge to their family and friends, 

becoming financial leaders within their communities. 

 An online survey was sent out to all who attended 

the workshop. Overall, the responses to the workshop were 

extremely positive and students were able to learn more about 

financial literacy as well as how becoming knowledgeable in 

personal finances would help to shape them into leaders. The 
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number of tax returns filed. Compared to other universities, UB 

opens its program up to all community members whose income 

is under $51,000. This allows a wide range of citizens to have 

their taxes completed without paying a single dime. In addition, 

we offer two locations to maximize convenience for our clients 

who have difficulty traveling place to place. The two presenters 

concluded with advice on how to expand the program in the 

future, which included: Virtual VITA, collaborating with 

additional community partners, and offering more campus sites. 

By: Spencer J Gates 

 The Zeta Theta Chapter was selected to give two 

Chapter Operations presentations at the Atlantic Coast 

Regional Meeting this past March. President Lou Galarza and 

former Treasurer Amilyn Corliss delivered a seminar entitled 

Obtaining Gold Status, which highlighted the chapter’s record 

setting five consecutive years of obtaining Gold Status. The two 

speakers argued that the most successful chapters are highly 

involved in their community and allow younger members to 

grow by taking on additional leadership positions. For example, 

the Zeta Theta Chapter jumped at the opportunity to cohost 

the 2013 Regional Meeting in Alexandria, Virginia. As the 

conference hosts, members were able to take on supporting 

roles throughout the weekend in addition to competing in the 

Best Practices Competition.  We are excited to announce that 

our chapter will once again be cohosting the Atlantic Coast 

meeting next Spring! 

 Next, Vice President of Technicals Dan O’Connor 

and Reporting Secretary Sammy DiSalvo presented on our 

growing Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program. In the past,  

the University at Buffalo has been recognized as the Best Overall 

VITA Program and has set the record for total volunteers and 

C H A P T E R  O P E R A T I O N S  

 Past members of Beta Alpha Psi are a very important 

resource and can provide important knowledge to current 

members. This is why the Strategic Planning Team created 

Project ASK (Alumni Survey Knowledge). The team developed a 

questionnaire that will be sent out every year to alumni of Beta 

Alpha Psi. The survey covers the areas of success, failure, and 

places that need immediate improvement within the Zeta Theta 

chapter.  With this, Beta Alpha Psi will have data from previous 

members to target specific areas of need.  This survey will 

broaden ideas on improvement, as the alumni will have a new 

perspective since entering the working world. The team hopes 

that alumni will provide insights as to how to better prepare 

accounting, finance and MIS majors for the professional world.  

 The team has also introduced the idea of Alumni 

Engagement Nights to better relationships with alumni.  They are 

currently working with the UB SOM Alumni Committee to set up 

networking events outside of an academic setting. The ability to 

evaluate Beta Alpha Psi’s strengths and weaknesses, and better 

the relationship with alumni will ensure the continuing success 

and growth of the Zeta Theta chapter. 

By: Zachary McGee 
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Special thanks to all of Zeta Theta’s 
supporters, especially all of our sup-
porting firms and the University at 
Buffalo School of Management! 
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